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Abstract 
Content Based Image Retrieval, CBIR, performed an automated classification 
task for a queried image. It could relieve a user from the laborious and time- 
consuming metadata assigning for an image while working on massive image 
collection. For an image, user’s definition or description is subjective where it 
could belong to different categories as defined by different users. Human based 
categorization and computer-based categorization might produce different re-
sults due to different categorization criteria that rely on dataset structure and 
the clustering techniques. This paper is aimed to exhibit an idea for planning 
the dataset structure and choosing the clustering algorithm for CBIR imple-
mentation. There are 5 sections arranged in this paper; CBIR and QBE con-
cepts are introduced in Section 1, related image categorization research is 
listed in Section 2, the 5 type of image clustering are described in Section 3, 
comparative analysis in Section 4, and Section 5 conclude this study. Out-
come of this paper will be benefiting CBIR developer for various applica-
tions. 
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1. Introduction 

In CBIR and human interaction, human level image interpretation is applicable 
where a human user that performed the image query expected CBIR to produce 
a result based on their preferences. Human based image interpretation is de-
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pending on users’ psychological and knowledge level [1] while computer-based 
classification is relying on clustering techniques. Computer based image classifi-
cation can be divided into 3 modules; extraction module, query module and re-
trieval module [2]. An image is interpreted by computer during query module 
where extracted feature is linked with suitable metadata such as keywords, cap-
tioning, or hash-tag (a popular manual metadata technique among netizen late-
ly). 

Clustering techniques act to determine the suitable and related metadata for a 
queried image by referring the similarity matrix of vector data group in a data-
set. The referring dataset also called as training dataset, contained number of 
vector data (extracted feature of an image) that was divided into few data groups 
with each group carrying different data property (such as image’s keyword) us-
ing a clustering technique. Clustering also is a self-learning way for CBIR to find 
the queried image similarity from the image dataset. The method of querying an 
image to find a set of similar images is known as Query by Example, QBE [3] 
where CBIR will return results in the form as image similarity or defined key-
words from the user’s loaded image. 

However, the QBE style query is fully relying on data contained in the training 
dataset that results accuracy probability might vary. The outcome of QBE style 
query accuracy might become deficient when the sum of data in training dataset 
is insufficient or the dataset improperly cluster. 

2. Related Research 

While most research focusing on clustering large number of data such in [4] re-
search and multi-cluster data such as [5] research, there are just a few research-
ers focusing on complex structure data as in [6] research. Human level image 
categorization is complex when a CBIR deal with a lot of users’ interpretation. 
Well, CBIR is created to serve human, CBIR need to fulfilling human interpreta-
tion. [7] is crowd-source image dataset that categorized images based on English 
dictionary tree structure which contained around 20 thousand categories where 
hundreds of images reside in each category (Figure 1). 

Practically, other than public hosted CBIR such as [8] image, most of private 
CBIR did not fully utilized or require such 20 thousand category datasets. For a 
specific purposed CBIR system, it is more reliable to containing only the pur-
posed related dataset. For instance, a car finder CBIR system only utilized car re-
lated dataset should be enough. Other than that enormous dictionary-based cat-
egory dataset, there are few other research purpose image datasets provided from 
various academic and research institutional. Those datasets provided only spe-
cific purposed content with a smaller number of categories. The only thing to 
consider is the type of dataset that adequate for a CBIR (Table 1). 

There more than that listed dataset available to use as a sample for a research 
such as surveillance camera, animals, nature process and much more. But, above 
of all, the purpose of a CBIR system development is a critical decision that af-
fected the content of dataset to adopt. 
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Figure 1. A part of ImageNet hierarchical dataset screenshot. 
 
Table 1. Example list of specific content research dataset. 

Dataset category Dataset name Content Description Source/Creator/Owner 

Facial 
Recognition 

Grammatical 
Facial 

Expressions 
Dataset 

 27,965 images extracted from Microsoft Kinect 
feature of common facial expression 

 Text form dataset that ready for clustering 
[9] 

IMDB-WIKI 

 523,051 faces collected from IMDB and Wikipedia 
image collection 

 Mainly suggested for gender and age classification 
assignment 

 Image dataset need to be extracted 

[10] 

Body posed Activitynet 

 10,024 labeled articles in the form of images and videos 
dataset for action detection 

 Articles need to be extracted and clustered with the label 
as a reference 

[11] 

Objects 

CIFAR-100 
Dataset 

 60,000 images of objects that segmented into 100 
categories 

 Image dataset for feature extraction and clustering 
[12] 

Fashion 
MNIST 

 60,000 images of fashions dataset for feature extraction 
and clustering 

[13] 

Alphanumeric 
recognition 

Gisette 
Dataset 

 13,500 images of confusing handwriting/bad 
handwriting that consist of 4 to 9 characters 

 Image dataset for feature extraction and clustering 
[14] 

MNIST 
Database 

 60,000 images of handwritten digits 
 Image dataset for feature extraction and clustering with 

label 
[15] 

Area, 
Places, Zones 

LabelMe 

 187,240 images of scene at various location for example 
in the classroom, at coffee bar or seaside 

 Image dataset for feature extraction and clustering with 
label 

[16] 

SpaceNet 

 More than 17,500 images from commercial satellite that 
also containing building footprint 

 Image dataset for feature extraction and clustering with 
label 

[17] 
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3. The Clustering Techniques 

CBIR employ the clustering techniques perform the data categorization that re-
side in a dataset. Clustering techniques is consisting of a collection of clustering 
algorithms which commonly divided into 5 categories [18] based on their clus-
tering behavioral. Clustering algorithm is a self-learn process for CBIR to link a 
suitable metadata captions and keywords for a queried image. On a preloaded 
dataset (or adopted dataset), clustering algorithm analyzing the dataset in ma-
trices (either mostly 2-dimension matrix or some 3-dimension matrix) to find the 
clustering centers among of the vector data (Figure 2). 

The cluster area is built around the cluster center and assigning each data that 
resides in a cluster area as a cluster membership. Some clustering algorithm is 
assigning the cluster membership employing the hard-clustering rule where each 
data strictly become a member of one cluster only. While the other clustering 
rule is a data could become one or more cluster membership (soft clustering). 
Hard clustering is less complex than soft clustering and thus, in term of perfor-
mance it performs faster with minimal resources consumption. However, in sev-
eral CBIR application, an image is required to allow residing to more than just 
one category and that make soft clustering rule cannot be abandon. 

During the query process, the clustering algorithms calculate the similarity 
matrices between extracted feature of queried image and the data in a dataset. If 
the newly queried data need to be inserting into dataset matrix, the clustering 
algorithm will be revising the cluster center and as well as cluster area for any 
changes (the term iteration is used for partition-based clustering algorithm). There 
will be possibilities where a cluster is expanding, downsizing or a new cluster 
creation. From Table 2 previously, it shows that each clustering algorithm per-
form the data clustering with their own ways and produced different result each. 
The range of clustering algorithms variety is needed for many purposes, reasons, 
and requirements of a CBIR development. 
 

 
Figure 2. The clusters’ notions. 
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Table 2. List of clustering techniques. 

Techniques Description Algorithms’ brief description 

Density and 
Model based 

 Cluster center is built on the density area, 
a hotspot where data most plotted area 

 Cluster is built around the cluster center and 
cluster size could growing where there is threshold 

 If there is a new density area, a new cluster will 
form 

 For all density and model-based clustering 
techniques algorithm, it shows deficiency when 
density area is wide, and form a non-rounded 
hotspot such as L shape 

DBSCAN [19] 
 Hard clustering, need to set the minimum 

number of densities 
 Filter out noise, but, if the minimum density 

value is too high, a useful data would become noise 
 If the density value is set too low, a lot of clusters is 

formed and would slower the query process 
Expectation Maximization, EM [20] 

 Soft clustering based on Gaussian peak density 
that could overlap on another cluster area 

Grid based 

 Logical grid is build based on maximum grid size 
(Cluster Size) 

 Less time consumption on cluster exploration 
 However, a data might be placed on a wrong 

cluster since grids is fixed, hard clustering method 

 

Hierarchical 
based 

 There are 2 ways cluster is form, agglomerative 
and divisive 

 Agglomerative is merging few data to form a 
cluster and merging few clusters to form a 
greater cluster 

 Divisive is splitting a large cluster into few sub 
cluster 

 Agglomerative is complex to form but fast to 
explore while divisive is vice versa 

HDBSCAN [21] 
 While the other hierarchical based algorithm was 

built based on distance linkage, this algorithm is 
build based on density 

 Distance linkage method, once merging or 
splitting performed, it is irreversible 

 But, compared to the other hierarchical 
techniques, HDBSCAN face performance issues 
as the other density-based techniques 

Partition 
based 

 Centroid as the cluster center is built in the 
middle of cluster member 

 At first, centroid is placed randomly then the 
iteration process used to improve the centroid 
location 

 Iteration also performed when a new data is 
placed into a data matrix 

 Cluster border is built in the middle of distance 
between cluster 

K-MEANS [22] 
 Hard clustering 
 User need to define the value of K which is the 

number of clusters 
 The simplest algorithm but the K value need to 

set accurately 
Fuzzy C Means, FCM [23] 

 Soft Clustering where it assigns the cluster 
membership using degree of membership 

 It is a complex and resource consumption 
algorithm 

 Since it allows a data belong to more than one 
cluster, it faces some difficulty for a data that 
hold too much attribute 

4. Comparative Analysis 

CBIR need to be equipped with dataset as referencing material for CBIR to rec-
ognized a queried image and afterward placing the data into a relative cluster. 
The ability of CBIR to recognize an image and categorizing a dataset is rely on 
clustering techniques implemented. Designing the dataset will affect the data 
structure presentation. Some of the data need to be clustered softly as in Table 3.  
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Table 3. Hard and soft clustered data presentation. 

Categorization style Hard Soft 

Grouped data 

  

Tree structured 
(Subcategories) 

  

 
If you follow the “checklist” your paper will conform to the requirements of the 
publisher and facilitate a problem-free publication process. 

Dataset matrix presentation that used by CBIR is not arrange as clean as illu-
strated in Table 3 before, it need to be clustered in order to assign a data cluster 
membership. There is no ultimate complete clustering algorithm that suited for 
any dataset structure and requirement. Thus, the clustering algorithm must be 
selected properly for the best suit CBIR and datasets design. Table 4 is the com-
parison of some clustering algorithms that suited for a specific dataset structure. 

When a clustering algorithm wrongly implemented, it would result the output 
that does not meet the requirement and expectation. Well, K-Means is the sim-
plest algorithm [24] that could execute clustering process faster than the other 
algorithm with minimal resources. For a CBIR that have unknown number of 
categories, the K-Means algorithm adaption will cause a data wrongly catego-
rized. On the other hand, when a CBIR is required to employ a strict number of 
categories and cluster membership rule, others than K-Means algorithm type 
implementation might results a below expectation clustering. 

Although clustering algorithm was developed long before the term big data 
being popular (around 90s), there are lots more research on data clustering re-
search is emerge. From time to time, CBIR require being equipped with more 
sophisticated clustering algorithm due to the increasing requirement of image 
categorization alongside with CBIR application. CBIR developer need to choose 
the clustering algorithm wisely and comparative table as presented in Table 4 
should be a help. 
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Table 4. 2 Dimensional matrix presentations of dataset’s designs. 

Clustering algorithms Dataset structure Description 

DBSCAN [19] 

 

 Grouped Hard Clustering 
 No overlapping data attributes 
 Micro-cluster is considered as a different 

group is minimum density value reached 
 A data that not reached the minimum density, 

will treat as noise, a triangle also a shape, 
but it considered as noise 

Expectation 
Maximization, 

EM [20] 

 

 Tree Structured Soft Clustering 
 A data could be a member of many clusters 
 Micro-cluster is considered as a different 

group or to be placed in a greater group 

Fuzzy C Means, 
FCM [23] 

 

 Grouped Soft Clustering 
 A data could be member of many clusters 

based on degree of membership, 
normally the border point data 

HDBSCAN [21] 

 

 Tree Structured Hard Clustering 
 No overlapping data attributes 
 Subclustered is not an overlapping cluster, 

it just placed under a greater cluster 

K-MEANS [22] 

 

 Grouped Hard Clustering 
 No overlapping data attributes 
 No data will be treated as outliers 
 Must be have an exact number of clusters 

need to be form, otherwise the triangle 
will be the member of rectangle or round 

5. Conclusion 

In a CBIR development cycle, the purpose of a CBIR implementation needs to be 
decided first that would determine the dataset design and succeeding clustering 
algorithm to be adapted. Since there is no ultimate choice of a clustering algo-
rithm for all clustering purpose, it is depending on CBIR developer wisdom to 
select and adapting the perfectly fit clustering algorithm. We hope as in this 
study analysis and findings become an aided reference on choosing the perfect 
clustering algorithm for CBIR development.  
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